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144 S. A. MITCHELL

and I is a proper subset of S, then Wj is finite. This is obvious since

the elements of I have a common fixed point (i.e. the intersection of the

corresponding reflection hyperplanes is nonempty). In Axiom (2.12) we take
As Gs. We have GSB GcSB B UssB Ps. In particular PJB
— GJ(GsnB) SU{2)/T CP1, which also proves Axioms (2.20) and

(2.2i). n

(3.2) Corollary. £laigG is a CW-complex with cells of even dimension,
indexed by Horn (S1, T). The Poincaré series for its integral homology is

is the minimal length accuring in XW.

Identifying Horn (S1, T) with Ws, the closure relations on the cells are given

by the Bruhat order on Ws.

Remark. An explicit formula for l(k) is given in [16], Prop. 1.25:

fa) - I {a > 0: a (X)>0} I.

We will also need the "Iwasawa decomposition" (see [17], [27], [29]):

(3.3) Theorem. Gc Q.aigG x P.

Remark. Note that (3.3) shows that the associated building, which we will
be denoted simply by &G, is a quotient of LalgG/T x A. The equivalence
relation is then {fxT, X) ~ (/2T, X) if X e Â7 and fi f2 mod LG n Pj.

§ 4. Quillen's Theorem for Loop Groups

In this section we will give Quillen's proof of the following theorem.

(4.1) Theorem. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then the inclusion

LlalgG -> LlG is a homotopy equivalence.

If G is simply connected, let denote the topological building associated

to the algebraic loop group LalgGc as in § 2.

(4.2) Theorem (Quillen). ÇlaigG acts freely on ^G, with orbit space G.

Proof of (4.1 It is easy to reduce to the case when G is simply
connected. Since BG is contractible by Theorem 2.16, we conclude at once

from Theorem (4.2) that £laigG QG is a weak equivalence. Since both

spaces have the homotopy type of a CIT-complex, the map is in fact a

homotopy equivalence.
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Since G is a product of simple groups (as is Gc), it is very easy to
reduce to the case when G is simple. For the rest of this section, then,

we assume G is simple and simply-connected, of rank I.

To prove 4.2, we introduce Quillen's space of special paths SPG: this
is the space of all paths [0, 1] G of the form f(e2nit) exp tX, where

/ e £laigG and leg. SP G is topologized as a quotient of 0.algG x g. Note
that LalgG acts on SP

G by h • (/ exp tX) hf exp tXh(l)~ h The following key
lemma, whose proof is deferred, also helps to explain the significance of the

parabolic subgroups P7.

(4.3) Lemma. Suppose X e Âj, then the isotropy group of exp tX is

LaigG n Pj

(4.4) Theorem (Quillen). SPG is LalgG-equivariantly homeomorphic to the

building SPG.

Proof. The action map cp : LalgG x A -> SPG given by

f exP txf^y1
is surjective by Theorem 1.1. If cp(fl9Xx) cp(f2,X2), then (evaluating at
t= 1) exp X1 and exp X2 are conjugate in G, so X1 X2 by Theorem 1.3.

We then have (y(f1, X) cp(/2, X) if and only if f1 — f2 mod the isotropy
group of exp tX. Hence, by (4.3), cp factors through the desired homeo-
morphism G -a SPG.

RemarkHere we have used the Iwasawa decomposition (3.3) to identify
®G - (Gc/B x A)/- with (.LalgG/T x A)/-.
(4.5) Lemma. LalgG n P/ is generated by T and the subgroups Gt,ie /.

Proof We have P, - BWIB. By the Steinberg lemma (2.9), each
BwB(weWj) has the form XB, where X is a product of the Gt. Since
LaigG n XB XT, the lemma follows.

Proof of 4.2. The action of ClaigG on SPG is clearly free. By (4.4), the
same is true for @G. Now consider the orbit space 0&G/QalgG. Since

- (LalgG/T x A)/~ (LlalgG xG/Tx A)/ ^, the orbit space is a quotient of
G/T x A. The equivalence relation is given by (giT, X) - (g2T, X) iï X e Àz
and g2 fglP with f eQalgG, pePj. In fact peLGnP,. Now let
Gj e(LGnPj), where e is evaluation at z 1. Then (g{T, X) - (g2T, X)
if and only if g1 g2 mod Gj. For if g2 f g1 p as above, then
Gi e(LaigGnPj), where e is evaluation at z 1. Then {gtT, X) - (g2T, X).
if and only if g1 g2modGj. For if g2 / glP as above, then
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92 f 9iP0)> and conversely if g2 g1p( 1), then g2 f g1p, where

/ — 92 P1 9 ï1 But by (4.5), Gj Gz (see § 1). In other words, the
equivalence relation here coincides with the classical relation of Theorem 1.5,

which has quotient G.

Proof of 4.3. Fix X e Aj. We first show that LalgG n Pj fixes exp tX in
SPq By (4.5) it is enough to show that each G^iel) fixes

exp tX : f(e2nit) exp tXf(l)~1 exp tX

If i p 0, Gj Gt is a subgroup of the constant loops, so / is a constant

g e Gj. The desired equation is then equivalent to g - X X (recall that

g - X Ad{g)X). But since i ^ 0, 0Cj(X) 0, so this is true by definition.
Now suppose i 0, so that X lies on the outer wall: a0(X) 1. Then

X - a* + Y, where a g 2a0/a0 • a0 is the coroot of a0 and oc0(T) 0.

The equation we want can be written (/eG0) :

f(e2nlt) exp tX /( 1) exp — tX

Since /(l) e G0, /(l) • Y Y, and our equation simplifies to

f(e2nU) exp /(1) exp f- I

Note this is now an equation in the path space of G0. Identifying G0

with SU(2), it can be written

/ a be2nit\
_

(enit 0 \ fa b\ fe~nit o \
\ce~2nit d J \ o e~mt) \c d) \ o enitJ

Where \ e S 1/(2). This last equation is obviously correct, and we
\c dJ

conclude that LalgG n Pj fixes exp tX.

Conversely, suppose

/ exptX/(l)_1 exp tX or / exp IX /(l) exp — tX).

Then /(1) g Cg exp X Gj, and hence /( 1) h(l) for some h g LalgG n Pj.
But then h exp tXh( 1) exp —tX /.

A useful fact that follows from all this is :
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(4.6) Theorem. Evaluation at 1 induces an isomorphism LalgG n Pj Gj.
In particular, LalgG n Pj is a compact Lie group.

Proof. We have seen that e maps LaigG n Pj onto Gj. The kernel is

QaigGnPj. But QaigG acts freely on SPG, and LalgG n Pj fixes À/5 so

QalgG nPI= {1}.

Remark. As always, I is a proper subset of S in (4.6). Of course (4.6)

also depends on our assumption that G is simple. Its discrete analogue is the

fact that Wj is finite if W is irreducible. (It may be helpful to consider
the "discrete" versions of all the results of this section. For example, the

discrete version of "üöZ0G acts freely on £G" is "the coroot lattice
Horn (S1, T) acts freely on t (the foundation of ^G)"; of course the latter
assertion is trivial).

Note that we have shown that SPG/QalgG G, and in fact the orbit
map SPG -> G is given by evaluation at t 1. This can also be proved
directly. It reduces to the following interesting theorem, also observed by
Quillen.

(4.7) Theorem. Suppose X, Y g g and exp X exp Y. Then exp tX
f(e2nit)exp tY for some feQalgG. -

It is not hard to prove this directly—for example, it is enough to prove
it for G U(n). Not surprisingly, however, it is also implicit in what we
have already one. First, one can reduce to the case when G is-simple and
simply-connected. Using (1.3), one can easily reduce further to the case
X e Aj, Y g • X for some g g G. Then g g Cg exp X Gj, so g h( 1) with
^ ^ LaigG Pii Pj. Tet h exp tX g exp tX j then h g LaigG and f /z/z( 1) ^

is the desired loop.

§ 5. The Loops on a Symmetric Space

We assume throughout this section that G is simple and simply—connected.
If a is an involution on G with fixed group K, as usual, then K is
connected and G/K is simply—connected. The notations and conventions of
§ 1 and § 3 remain in force.

The loop space Q(G/K) is homotopy equivalent to the space of paths
m G that start at the identity and end in K. Now consider the involution
t on QG given by x(/) (z) a(/(z~)). The fixed group (QGf is clearly
homeomorphic to our space of paths, since / g (£2G)t implies f(-l)eK.
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